Analysis of the NASH Efficiency Indicators in Brazilian Federal University Hospitals via Business Intelligence
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Abstract—The hospital area is constantly in need of care and attention. Because of its urgencies, it has vulnerabilities and risks that hinder the quality of hospital management. Technological management tools are effective in improving processes and strategic administration because they provide information reliability. The aim of this work is to propose to the Brazilian’s Federal University Hospitals (BFUHs) and the Brazilian Hospital Services Company (BHSC) the use of an open source Business Intelligence (BI) tool, Pentaho, to analyze the efficiency of Hospital Indicators (HIs) and to support the clinical decision-making. This paper describes BI and Pentaho, as well as the main points of the efficiency documentation established by the National Agency of Supplementary Health (NASH), with emphasis on the HIs: Hospital Occupancy Rates (HORs) and Averages Length of Stay (ALSs). The Pentaho does the data extraction and the transformation, as well as loading them into the Data Warehouse (DW), all based on a relational database from BHSC. After that, dimensional cubes are created for the generation of graphic panels in dashboards. Most BHSC hospitals are not yet adequately using their operational beds and neither managing correctly the average length of hospitals patients stay, being outside the goals established by NASH. Several steps are taken to achieve efficient hospital administration. However, the joint working of Information and Communication Technologies (ICTs) solutions with the health area and its standards provides a major step towards efficient hospital management.

Index Terms—BHSC, BI, hospital management, ICT, NASH.

I. INTRODUCTION

The 21st century is providing humanity with the experience of the Information and Communication Technology (ICT) era in society. Its increasing and steady advancement is bringing diverse benefits to everyone who uses it. The health area is one of the most benefited, with improvements in access to health services, quality of care and productivity of the health system. Hospitals are complex environments that need technological solutions to provide their services. Their demands are always urgent and they constantly need special attention and intensive care. Therefore, it is essential to equip these establishments with technologies that assist health professionals in the diagnosis of diseases and in the treatment of patients.

In recent years, science and technology have provided a wide range of tools to health professionals. This variety of products and development of new medical devices or solutions is due, in part, to the competitiveness between companies. The growth of activities based on Telemedicine and the improvement of the treatment of patients create in the health sector great demand for technological resources [1].

As in the most diverse sectors of society, the use of ICT generates important reflexes in health, especially about the quality of citizen service, efficiency in the management of health facilities and the intelligent use of available information. [2].

Hospital Management is the area that provides planning, control, coordination, organization, evaluation and maintenance of health care environments, with a strategic focus on achieving better results. It directs the flow of activities using processes that have been defined through laws, regulations, ordinances, manuals and policies, to integrate and standardize in a managerial way each of the necessary steps that involve the provision of health service to society.

Hospitals are complex organizations, and their proper management is a major challenge. This complexity stems from the multiplicity of services that exist within this type of organization, which contribute to the achievement of the purposes that this institution proposes. This level of complexity may be even greater or less, per the availability of a product that is indispensable for management: “information” [3].

In general, many medical errors are due to the lack of information that were to be obtained at the time of care, leading to misdiagnoses and problems of drug incompatibilities. This becomes especially serious in emergency situations where rapid action is necessary and the professionals may not have skills or be unfamiliar with the patient’s health history [4].

Today, ICTs have innovative solutions for managing information. These technological tools provide adequate information management, mapping the flow of data across the different sectors of a company, to support the development of daily activities and decision making in the business environment.

As an improvement of this management, a new stage arises, the need to manage the cluster of information, that is, to realize the administration of knowledge. Knowledge management is a set of strategies for creating, acquiring, sharing and using knowledge assets, as well as establishing flows that guarantee the necessary information in the appropriate time and format, to aid in generating ideas, problem solving and decision making [5].

In this way, a technological solution that is already being used by several ICT companies for information and knowledge management and process improvement is known as Business Intelligence (BI). BI is a set of techniques and tools that help companies to make intelligent decisions through data and information obtained by various ICT systems. BI can also be defined as the process of collecting, organizing, analyzing, sharing, and monitoring information that supports decision making in business affairs. That is, to group and transform
data from several sources without any type of relationship, in consolidated information and made available in real time and to be easily manipulated by the strategic management of any corporations. BI offers a powerful mechanism system that assists the manager in supporting decision making [6].

Nowadays, companies that do not use BI may be slowing down and therefore making bad decisions because they cannot see the benefits of the solution and do not understand how such tools can contribute to their decision-making process. In some cases, they even have the analytical potential, but do not use the appropriate tools for analysis [7].

The growing need for reliable data and indicators for decision-making, lack of information management and collaboration, difficulty to access information as quickly as possible, and high spending on technologies that do not meet the demands of health care are relevant factors for hospitals, clinics and laboratories to change and adopt as soon as possible the strategy guided by hospital management and ICT management, and in this area, supported by BI.

The National Supplementary Health Agency (NASH), a regulatory agency linked to the Brazilian Ministry of Health (MH), is responsible for the health insurance sector in Brazil. It has a Qualification Program for Health Service Providers (QPHSP) that aims to stimulate the qualification of health service providers in supplementary health and increase the availability of information.

During the planning stage of QPHSP, 26 essential Hospital Indicators (HIs) were defined within the scope of its Management Committee (MC). These indicators provided improvements in health service delivery, with six areas of action [8]:

- **Access** - This field has two documents that deal with reception with risk classification and waiting time in the emergency and emergency;
- **Centralization in the patient** - This field has two documents that describe about customer satisfaction and customer manifestation monitoring;
- **Effectiveness** - This field has five documents that address the implementation of guidelines and clinical protocols and mortality rates;
- **Efficiency** - This field has eight documents describing operational occupancy rates and average length of stay;
- **Equity** - This field has two documents that deal with accessibility to the disabled and measures to guarantee, in the attendance, the priority to the vulnerable; and
- **Safety** - This field has seven documents that deal with the incidence of bloodstream infection rates associated with Central Venous Catheter (CVC) in the Intensive Care Unit (ICU), ICU/CVC utilization rates, and compliance with surgery standards Safe.

These indicators provide fundamental subsidies for obtaining a standardization and control in health care, favoring and facilitating the implementation and execution of hospital management in health settings. However, the HIs explored in this study refer to the Operational Occupancy Rate (OOR) and the Average Length of Stays in hospitals (ALSs) of the Efficiency domain, which evaluates the degree of beds utilization in a Brazilian hospital and the average length of stay (in days) in which a patient stays in the hospital, increasing the supply of beds to the health system and controlling the permanence (entry and exit) in patients’ beds [30].

This paper aims to propose to Brazilian’s FUHs (BFUHs) and BHSC the use of an open source BI tool, Pentaho, to analyze the application of NASH efficiency HIs and support to clinical decision making. In this way, in section II is carried out the theoretical foundation, being analyzed three related works. In section III, in materials and methods, the BI process is done by collecting and analyzing data from the BHSC relational database and transforming that data into managerial information. Moreover, in section IV the results obtained are presented, through graphical and statistical panels generated by Pentaho, the main contribution being the possibility of visualizing in real time the efficiency HIs.

II. RELATED WORKS

The main related works are listed below and commented on in Table I.

A. Information system applied to hospital management: a situational overview of the Mato Grosso (MT - Brazil) mid-north region [3].

B. Intelligence in public health organizations: solutions and strategic information for management [9].

C. TICE. Healthy: Integration of ICT solutions for Health and Quality of Life [10].
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III. MATERIALS AND METHODS

The objective of this work is to analyze the application of HIs in BFUHs by means of BI. An analysis of data between hospitalized patients and active beds (for the calculation of HORs) and inpatients and outpatients (for ALSs). Using Pentaho, a free BI tool, this work will provide these hospitals an efficient and intelligent management of data obtained from relational databases. As well as providing adequate HORs and ALSs dashboards analytics, BHSC will be able to explore the best technical and strategic decision making to reduce any kind bad in BFUHs.

D. Step 1: Analyze the BI and Pentaho framework

A BI can be structured as exemplified in Figure 1 [11]. Data are collected from a company’s relational databases (business and transactional systems) to be transformed into information and start the BI process through the Extract, Transform and Load (ETL) step. This information is stored in a Data Warehouse (DW), subdivided into DataMarts (DMs), and thus used in dashboards capable of providing key information on the company’s current situation, supporting senior management in the process of technical and strategic decision-making.

![Fig. 1. Structure of the architecture of a BI. Adapted from [11].](image)

Pentaho is an open source tool that has a suite of applications to perform each of the steps required to implement BI. In this work, we used the following applications from this tool [12]:

- Pentaho Data Integration (PDI - Kettle): application that performs the ETL to load the information in the DW;
- Pentaho Schema Workbench (PSW - Mondrian): an application that creates the dimensional cubes of analytical processing in real time, Online Analytical Processing (OLAP);
- Pentaho Administration Console (PAC): application that manages the solution, creating for example users and their access profiles;
- Pentaho User Console (PUC): an application that provides users with access to view dashboards; and
- Community Dashboard Editor (CDE): a plugin that allows the creation and generation of dashboards.

E. Step 2: Perform data collection from the relational database.

A relational database is a database that has structured data, but it is separate and there is no interaction between its tables. In this study, a relational database was obtained from data published on the Internet [13] by BHSC. These raw clinical data are registered in the University Hospital Management Application (UHMA). All data, presented here were analyzed from April 2015 to May 2015. These data are related to the number of patients hospitalized in each BFUH, the number of active beds in each BFUH and the number of outpatients in each BFUH.

F. Installation of Pentaho, transformation and loading of data and generation of OLAP cubes.

Pentaho was installed in a virtual machine (VM) using the Oracle VM VirtualBox [15] open source tool and the Linux operating system - Ubuntu Server [16] with the configuration of a PostgreSQL database [17], an Apache web server [18] for viewing dynamic pages and the PHP programming language [19] for dynamic page programming.

A dimensional model is a technique used in DW for grouping specific information and prepared to analyze any information in more than one dimension. This model defines the dimension tables that have a set of information to be worked in the BI, and the fact table that has the dimension’s keys and the metrics/measures for the dimensional analysis [20].

Figure 2 shows the schematic of the star schema model, since the dimensional tables that compose it are directly related to the fact table.

![Fig. 2. DW dimensional model for BFUHs General Occupation Extract. Source: Authors](image)
to relate to the fact table, but some dimensions relate only to one another. In addition, the constellation of facts model allows multiple fact tables to share dimensions among other tables [20].

Regarding the model, the ETL process was started using the Kettle application. This application made the query in the database obtained from BHSC, extracting only the data regarding the number of inpatients and active beds.

Figure 3 shows through Kettle, the flowchart of the process of extracting, transforming and loading the data in the DW, creating a DM, a dimension referring to the extract of general occupation of the BHUFs. The first object called table input performs the query in the general_occupancy_extract table of the relational database obtained from BHSC. The second object called select values selects the columns of this table to get its data. And the third object called tablet output creates in DW the dimensional table, that is, the DM with the data extracted from the relational table.

Fig. 3. ETL process flowchart of the general occupancy extract from BFUH using Kettle. Source: Authors.

Then Kettle was used to create the dim_date dimension, which contains the occupancy time data in the BFUHs. Figure 4 shows the ETL process flowchart of this dimension by creating the DM in its DW. It is called General_populate_date_dimension_AU.ktr [12], and generates 40,000 date data, starting in the year 1950 and going through 2040. The object dayofweekdescgen groups the relationship of the days of the week and the object monthdescgen groups the relationship of Months. These two objects reference the first 40000days100 + years object that defines the period of years. After this, the data is grouped and the dim_date dimension table is created in the DW or DM.

Fig. 4. ETL process flowchart of the occupancy length from BFUHs using Kettle [12]. Source: Authors.

The fact table, fact_table_general_occupancy_extract has been created using Kettle, as presented in the star model of the DW mentioned above. Figure 5 shows the creation chart of the fact table in DW. The first object table input selects the data from the dimensional table general_occupancy_extract, the second object dimension lookup/update get the primary key from the general_occupancy_extract table, the third object database lookup obtains the primary key from the dimensional table dim_date, the fourth object select the columns values of these tables to obtain their data.

After completing this step, the OLAP dimensional cube was created to cross-reference the information using the Mondrian application. Figure 6 shows this cube, General Hospital Occupancy Rate (GHOR), which obtains the primary key that is in its respective fact table and has three hierarchical levels, the FUH acronym, the service specialty, and the date of analysis. Finally, metrics / measures are defined (number of hospitalizations, number of active beds and GHOR).

Fig. 5. Flowchart of the process for creating the fact table (general occupancy extract) using Kettle. Source: Authors.

Fig. 6. OLAP Cube – General Hospital Occupancy Rate, generated by Mondrian. Source: Authors.

In order to avoid redundancies, the figures referring to the dimensional model, flow diagram of the ETL process dimension tables, flowchart of the process of creation of the fact table and OLAP cube of the other seven efficiency HIs studied were suppressed from this work; because they have the same training structure as the GHOR.

G. Step 4: Study of the General Hospital Occupancy Rate (GHOR)

The NASH efficiency stage indicator 01 (EFFI-S-01) [22] defines the GHOR and the following concepts:

• Patients-day (pd): unit of measure that represents the care provided to an inpatient during a hospital day;
• Operational day-beds (odb): unit of measure that represents the availability of a hospital bed for a hospital day;
• It is recommended an occupancy rate between 75% and 85%; The occupancy rate above 85% is related to the increase in adverse events;
• The occupancy rate below 75% indicates low utilization and inefficiency in hospital management;
• The goal is to keep the occupancy rate between 80% and 85% and the rate should never exceed 100%; and
• The GHOR has a method of calculation that is done by the sum of the number of general patients-day in the period, divided by the sum of the number of active beds-day in the period, times 100, according to Equation 1.
H. Step 5: Study of the Maternity Hospital Occupancy Rate (MHOR)

The NASH efficiency stage indicator 02 (EFFI-S-02) [23] defines the MHOR and the following concepts:

- The MHOR has a method of calculation that is done by the sum of the number of patient-days of Maternity in the period, divided by the sum of the number of Maternity's operational beds-day in the period, times 100, according to Equation 2.

\[
\text{MHOR} = \frac{\sum \text{patient-days of Maternity in the period}}{\sum \text{of maternity operational beds-day in the period}} \times 100
\]

I. Step 6: Study of the Adult ICU Hospital Occupancy Rate (AIHOR)

The NASH efficiency stage indicator 03 (EFFI-S-03) [24] defines the AIHOR and the following concepts:

- The AIHOR has a method of calculation that is done by the sum of the patients-day numbers of the Adult ICU in the period, divided by the sum of the number of operational beds-day of Adult ICU in the period, times 100, according to Equation 3.

\[
\text{AIHOR} = \frac{\sum \text{patients-days numbers of Adult ICU in the period}}{\sum \text{of operational beds-day of Adult ICU in the period}} \times 100
\]

J. Step 7: Study of the Pediatric ICU Hospital Occupancy Rate (PIHOR)

The NASH efficiency stage indicator 04 (EFFI-S-04) [25] defines the PIHOR and the following concepts:

- The PIHOR has a method of calculation that is done by the sum of the number of patients-day of Pediatric ICU in the period, divided by the sum of the number of beds-day of Pediatric ICU operations in the period, times 100, according to Equation 4.

\[
\text{PIHOR} = \frac{\sum \text{patients-days numbers of Pediatric ICU in the period}}{\sum \text{of bed-day of Pediatric ICU operations in the period}} \times 100
\]

K. Step 8: Study of the General Average Length of Stay (GALS)

The NASH efficiency stage indicator 05 (EFFI-S-05) [26] defines the GALS and the following concepts:

- Patients-day (pd): unit of measure that represents the care provided to an inpatient during a hospital day;

- The goal is to maintain the average length of stay in Maternity / Obstetrics of 2.3 days; and

- MALS has a method of calculation that is done by the sum of the number of obstetric patients-day in the period, divided by the sum of the number of obstetric exits in the period, according to Equation 6.

\[
\text{MALS} = \frac{\sum \text{of obstetric patients-day in the period}}{\sum \text{of obstetric exits in the period}}
\]

L. Step 9: Study of the Maternity Average Length of Stay (MALS)

The NASH Efficacy Stage Indicator 06 (EFFI-S-06) [27] defines MALS and the following concepts:

- Obstetric-outcomes (opic): number of obstetric exits recorded in the period of one month.

- The goal is to maintain the average length of stay in Maternity / Obstetrics of 2.3 days; and

- MALS has a method of calculation that is done by the sum of the number of obstetric patients-day in the period, divided by the sum of the number of obstetric exits in the period, according to Equation 6.

\[
\text{MALS} = \frac{\sum \text{of obstetric patients-day in the period}}{\sum \text{of obstetric exits in the period}}
\]

M. Step 10: Study of the Adult ICU Average Length of Stay (AIALS)

The NASH efficiency stage indicator 07 (EFFI-S-07) [28] defines the AIALS and the following concepts:

- Obstetric patients-day (opd): unit of measure that represents care provided to an inpatient in Maternity / Obstetrics of the hospital during a hospital day;

- Obstetric Outcomes (ocp): number of obstetric exits occurred in the Maternity / Obstetrics of the hospital in the period of one month.

- The goal should be according to hospital stratification.

- The AIALS has a method of calculation that is done by the sum of the number of obstetric patients-day in the period, divided by the sum of the number of obstetric exits in the period, according to Equation 7.

\[
\text{AIALS} = \frac{\sum \text{of obstetric patients-day in the period}}{\sum \text{of obstetric exits in the period}}
\]
Stay (PIALS)

The NASH efficiency stage indicator 08 (EFFI-S-08) [29] defines the PIALS and the following concepts:

- pd and ex according to the documentation of the AIALS, ICU according to the documentation of AIHOR and Pediatric ICU according to the PIHOR documentation;
- The goal is to maintain the average length of stay in the Pediatric ICU from 7.4 to 9.9 days; and
- PIALS has a method of calculation that is done by the sum of the number of patients-day of Pediatric ICU in the period, divided by the sum of the number of internal exits plus hospital exits of the Pediatric ICU in the period, according to Equation 8.

\[
\text{PIALS} = \frac{\text{sum of patients-day of Pediatric ICU in the period}}{\text{sum of internal exits + hospital exits of Pediatric ICU in the period}}
\] (8)

IV. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Thus, 16 graphic panels were generated through the CDE plugin. Figure 7 presents the BFUH status dashboard (General Hospital Occupation) in April 2015, the number of patients hospitalized per BFUH (Figure 7a) as well as the number of active beds per BFUH (Figure 7b). This panel provides a more adequate view to analyze the situation of each hospitals, making it easier to identify which ones have more and fewer hospitalized patients, as well as which ones have more and fewer active beds. To avoid redundancies, three Dashboards of the Hospital Occupation were suppressed: Maternity, Adult ICU and Pediatric ICU.

Figures 8, 9, 10 and 11 respectively show the GHOR, MHOR, AIHOR and PIHOR dashboard of the BFUHs in April 2015. These graphical panels allow a more appropriate visualization for the analysis of the application of HI’s efficiency of each of these hospitals, facilitating the identification of which one is in accordance with the parameters established in the NASH documentation. According to the NASH documentation, these parameters should be between 75% and 85% and, those below 75% or above 85%, are considered outside the ideal range and must be analyzed very carefully.

Per these Figures, it is observed that few BFUHs are in accordance with the NASH target that is 80% and 85% of HOR, being necessary that BHSC and BFUHs Senior Management advisors should take appropriate measures to mitigate the problems that are favoring this situation. In Figures 9, 10 and 11 not all hospitals entered the analysis, because these health facilities do not have all care units, in this case: Maternity, Adult ICU and Pediatric ICU.
These dashboards provide a better view to analyze the situation of each hospital, making it easier to identify which ones have more and fewer patients hospitalized, as well as which patients have more and fewer patients. To avoid redundancies, three Stay dashboards were suppressed: Maternity, Adult ICU and Pediatric ICU.

Figures 13, 14, 15 and 16 respectively show the GALS, MALS, AIALS and PIALS dashboard of the BFUHs in May 2015. These graphical panels allow a more appropriate visualization for the analysis of the application of HI's efficiency of each of these hospitals, facilitating the identification of which one is in accordance with the parameters established in the NASH documentation being within or outside the ideal range.

According to these Figures, it is also noted that few BFUHs are in accordance with the NASH target which recommends 2 to 5 days for GALS, 2.3 days for MALS, 4.5 to 5.3 days for AIALS and 7.4 to 9.9 for PIALS. BHSC and BFUHs Senior Management advisors should change their understanding on how to deal with this situation and take appropriate measures to mitigate and even remedy the incidents and problems that are favoring this situation in these hospitals. In Figures 14, 15 and 16, not all hospitals entered in the analysis, because these health facilities do not have all care units, in this case: Maternity, Adult ICU and Pediatric ICU.

It is then evaluated by the data obtained, for the year under analysis that most BFUHs are outside the NASH recommendations regarding to HORs and ALSs parameters. There are several factors that favored these scenarios, but it is worth highlighting, among others, the latest report from Brazilian Court Union Accounts (CUA) to BHSC [21] on this matter.
• Lack of specialized health professionals to perform care services; Resistance to replace outsourcers, generating impasses in routine activities;

Fig. 15. Dashboard of the BFUHs Adult ICU Average of Stays in May 2015. Source: Authors.

Fig. 16. Dashboard of the BFUHs Pediatric ICU Average of Stays in May 2015. Source: Authors.

• Difficulty in implementing the BHSC management model;
• Inadequate hospital infrastructure to carry out all stages of health care promptly; and
• Lack of planning to deploy and use all resources available to improve any patient care.

Finally, the studies presented in section II have a correlation with this work, since they cover the following subjects: hospital management, ICT and health system, correct use of data information for decision-making and hospital environments. However, what differs this work presented here to the correlates is the analysis of efficiency HIs, HORs and ALSs, which are fundamental for achieving an efficient hospital management, through an ICT solution, allied to BI, to support health professionals. Those should help, in near future, BFUHs and BHSC Senior Management advisors to make secure, accurate and efficient decisions.

V. CONCLUSION

This work concluded that the use of an open source BI tool improves information management. However a management without rules of intelligence for the business, won’t add anything in favor or to support any decision making environment.

Thus, in order to adequately improve the health care activities and technological resources of the BFUHs, in relation to the occupation of the hospital beds and patients length of stay, this study analyzed the data crossing between inpatients and active beds for the calculation of HORs and the cross-referencing of data between inpatients and outpatients for the calculation of ALSs.

As a contribution, this work proposed the insertion of HORs and ALSs in BIs’ dashboards. Hospital managers would then have a real managerial vision of the occupational situation of the hospital beds and patients’ stay length, as to seek for a correct technical and strategic decision-making.

As future work, it is suggested the analysis of other hospital indicators provided by the NASH documentation, as well as the creation of tasks to be scheduled for a dynamic execution of NASH’s health care parameters into Pentaho.
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